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Full employment without a Phillips Curve 

’Tis the season for for macro strategists to publish outlooks for the coming year.  

I can see the case for for stepping back from the daily grind to get a broader perspective; and those 
outlooks often make for interesting — and prescient — reading.  However, one possible downside is that 
such thought pieces might anchor the analyst to a wrong view, leading to an awkward first quarter.  This 
would be particularly a problem when the outlook features heightened uncertainty, as seems to be the 
case now.  The Fed transcripts (at least) once featured a member joking that uncertainty cannot always 
be “above-average.” But for me at least, uncertainty is higher now than it has been. 

The full employment part seems largely to be in place 
 

Source: BLS, CBO, NBER, Blanchflower and Levin 2015 
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So, I would like to try a slightly different approach here and be very straightforward about something I 
don’t yet properly understand and hope to get a better handle on as the coming year progresses.  This 
might help get us focused on — and reactive to — the relevant information as it (hopefully) comes in 
during 2019.  And maybe you might enjoy thinking about this yourself, when you are not doing the main 
job of investing capital. 

Here we have one of Rumsfeld’s know unknowns  1

The thing I am trying to figure out is: How do the business cycle and Fed interact in a world where the 
Phillips Curve is not just much flatter than it was but actually non-operative?  Perhaps the conditions that 
gave rise to it in the past no longer apply.  Or worse still, maybe the whole construct, even historically, is 
just the result of spurious correlation.  

The question may seem jarring.  But recall that the micro/logical foundations for the Phillips Curve always 
involved a lot of ad hocery and awkward sequencing, and that the construct has not really provided much 
guidance on inflation for about two decades now. Even among its followers, the main case for the Phillips 
Curve is that it seems the least bad approach, relative to the known competitors.  

Still, even with that, there remain a few things involving labor market constraints that we can probably 
remain confident about.  The US economy is now closing in on or perhaps even beyond what we might 
call full employment.  So growth is going to have to slow from the well-above-trend pace of the middle two 
quarters of 2018 to something closer to 1 ¾ or 2%.  While the Fed is attempting guide growth down to this 
pace, there is going to be turbulence in the capital markets, as we are seeing, because markets are not 
likely to remain confident that the growth moderation will stop at potential.  

The coupon yield curve is picking up the fact that the risk of a contractionary accident is higher when the 
Fed is trying to approach full employment, possibly from above, and is intentionally guiding growth 
meaningfully lower.  As I edit this piece, 2s/10s are at 12 bps, a cycle tight.  

But the consensus, at least among the talkers, seems to miss two aspects of this situation: 

First, to the extent that the coupon yield curve is picking up a pre-existing condition that is external 
to prospective Fed decisions, the condition that the coupon yield curve highlights is not something 
that the Fed can “back away” from.  In my view, the talkers have been getting that one wrong for a 
few quarters now.  It is trickier when the economy has (apparently) achieved full employment; and 
the idea that the Fed can just declare peace on the business cycle seems excessively optimistic.  
The Fed path itself may get tilted lower, as we have seen recently, but that is a reflection of the 
required slowdown coming into view, not evidence that the slowdown can be avoided. 

This second point is a bit newer (for me) and relates in part to the question being teed up in this 
note.  The point raised above is not necessarily that sensitive to how inflation is responding to the 
tighter labor market, i.e. to the slope or even existence of the Phillips Curve.  People want to use 
inflation as a cross check on the notion that full employment has been achieved.  But that may not 
work, either as a guide to policy, as the paper by Erceg et al points out, or even as a guide to 
prospective growth.  As I discuss below, low and sticky inflation may reduce the risk of the 
slowdown proceeding into recession, but there seems to me to be insufficient recognition of the 
fact that supply-side constraints can be binding, even if not linked to inflation.    

  

 A very conservative colleague and former Marine once explained to me that Donald Rumsfeld was arguably the worst Secretary of 1

Defense in US history. He was, however, a pretty good epistemologist, in my view. 
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https://www.federalreserve.gov/econres/feds/files/2018059pap.pdf


Conventional take 

To highlight the importance — and in some applications limited importance — of the Phillips Curve, it may 
be helpful to imagine two scenarios.  By no means do these scenarios exhaust all the possibilities, but the 
compare and contrast relates at least to the risk of recession after growth has been ratcheted down to its 
potential rate, which seems now to be the required outcome. 

The first take might be described as the conventional one, on the grounds that it tends to be expressed by 
Fed officials (although recently with diminishing confidence) and is the basis for most of the Fed-related 
research you will find on Wall Street.  In this view, inflation expectations are very well anchored and the 
Phillips Curve is much flatter now than historically.  This implies that inflation responds very sluggishly to 
an employment overshoot, however measured, and that increases of inflation are not very self-
reinforcing.  In response to low unemployment or a negative employment gap, as I prefer, inflation picks 
up but only slightly.   

To this conventional take, I would add that the first move higher in inflation is not alarming because the 
Fed is aiming for inflation above the 2% long-term (average) target in the late cycle, which is now.   That 
the Fed would aim at, and not just tolerate the risk of, inflation around 2 ¼% used to be considered quite 
controversial.  But the Fed has become progressively less obfuscatory around this issue, and it is now 
effectively consensus, so far as I can tell.  The debate now is whether the Fed can even get to above-2% 
inflation — without seriously destabilizing the labor market, or at all. 

So that is the benign part of the conventional take, in which the Phillips Curve is weakened but still exists.  
The darker side, though, is that the conventional take presumes that inflation does eventually begin to 
move higher, even if slowly, in response to a labor market overshoot, particularly if dramatic.  

And on the logic of the conventional take, inflation might continue to creep higher until the employment 
overshoot is reversed, at some point.  And this raises the risk of recession down the road, because the 
Fed has never been able to engineer an unemployment rate rise of more than 30 bps (in the 3-month 
moving average) without triggering a recession.  To repeat, that issue is not something the Fed can “back 
away”  from. 

Classical take  

It is tempting to label this second take “heterodox”, on the grounds that it is away from the conventional 
and anti-consensus. But that would be an overstatement, because the Phillips Curve has long been 
recognized as a kludge, whose main advantage was that it seemed for a while to be less wrong than the 
alternative takes on the main drivers of inflation.  Moreover, faith in the Phillips Curve has been steadily 
eroding, outside perhaps a brief respite during the two years ending in mid-2018. So I will call this take 
classical, to highlight that the Phillips Curve was/is mostly a post-war construct, and to avoid suggesting 
that an old idea is new.  

The classical take would recognizes that inflation expectations are well anchored, just as in the 
conventional take, but it would also assume away the existence of a Phillips Curve.  In my view, the 
classical take is not quite yet the base case, but the plausibility of it has increased somewhat over the 
past few months, as inflation has moderated, and for reasons not linked reliably to disinflationary shocks 
from overseas.  Rather, the the link from measured labor market tightness to inflation has been weaker 
than might have been expected, as nicely documented in this quick note from the San Francisco Fed. 
(We get November CPI tomorrow, incidentally.) 

One way to square this circle without abandoning the conventional take is simply to assume that the 
natural rates of unemployment and participation are lower and higher respectively than is presumed in the 
metrics shown on the front page of this report.  I doubt the natural participation rate is going to be revised 
much higher, as the CBO’s current approach seems to be tracking quite nicely.  But it does seem likely 
that the estimated natural rate of unemployment is going to get revised down.  The problem, though, is 
that even with that revision, the labor market will continue to look fairly tight and to have tightened 
dramatically over the cycle, and with little apparent effect on underlying inflation. 
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https://www.frbsf.org/economic-research/publications/economic-letter/2018/november/has-inflation-sustainably-reached-target/


Labor market itself acting somewhat tighter 
 

Source: BLS, BEA,  FH calculations 

How, then, might things work if the US economy has achieved full employment or is about to overshoot it, 
if we just drop the notion that there is even a weak force linking the level of unemployment to inflation? 

Before speculating on an answer to that question, let me pause briefly to consider some corroborating 
evidence that the labor market has itself achieved full employment. Alternative, quantity-based metrics of 
labor market tightness, such as the quit rate shown above, generally confirm the signal from the 
unemployment gap or employment gap: the labor market is in the environment of full employment. Wages 
are harder to interpret because their signal is much more ambiguous.  But in an environment of stable 
inflation and inflation expectations, the fact that nominal wage growth has been running about two 
percentage points above trailing trend productivity growth is consistent with the notion that we are near 
full employment. The puzzle here, though, is the failure of wages to accelerate recently. 
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On balance, the evidence seems to support the view that the labor market is somewhere in a range of full 
employment and would likely become an increasingly binding supply-side constraint if growth were not to 
slow.  You have probably heard Fed officials put it somewhat like that. And this is why the Fed is 
predictably intent on forcing growth lower.  As I mentioned in my last formal report, Fed officials often refer 
to the need to “normalize” policy as a euphemism to avoid stating that they are effectively now anti-
growth.  Presumably they are focused on getting r to r*, even though the standard error around the 
estimate of r* is 300 bps, which makes the whole idea hilarious.   But we need not obsess over that. We 2

know what they are up to, even if they put it bizarrely.  

Importantly, then, tossing the Phillips Curve does not mean that we get to toss the idea that growth must 
slow.  But there is at least one important implication that bears on the prospects for the economy once the 
economy’s growth rate has been reduced to near potential and the base case thus becomes that labor 
market tightening stops — if not reverses.   

That is, absent a Phillips Curve, there might be no reason for the Fed to (have to) nudge the 
unemployment rate higher.  For many readers, this speculation might sound like a logical contradiction.  
How can I refer to the labor market having “overshot” if inflation does not even quicken?  But let’s keep an 
open mind, because it is possible a) that the labor market stabilizes at full employment or b) that the labor 
market could go to a temporary high-employment equilibrium, without invoking inflation. There are more 
uncertainties here than the conventional discussion allows.  

Picture of the Goldman Rule 

Source: BLS, NBER, FH calculations 

 The New York Fed’s informal blog, Liberty Street Economics, offered a hint of refreshing honesty around the role of (real) neutral 2

rate while describing Q3 update of the Laubach-Williams estimate.  These updates of r* have migrated from the San Francisco Fed 
to the NY Fed, along with President Williams himself.  “While we acknowledge ongoing debate about r-star modeling strategies and 
the measure’s usefulness as a benchmark for guiding monetary policy, we present the data without comment.”  No comment is 
pretty piquant, given that these guys produce the r* estimates. In fairness, though, the blog is partly meant as a way to vent 
unorthodox views within the NY Fed. They are not speaking for John Williams. They just happen to be hinting at the realistic take.
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https://libertystreeteconomics.newyorkfed.org/2018/12/just-released-interactive-r-star-charts.html
https://frontharbor.files.wordpress.com/2018/12/fh-181118.pdf


Consider with an open mind, then, the chart on the page above.  It is a slightly complicated depiction of 
the rule, which I associate with economists at Goldman Sachs, that recession is inevitable once the 3-
month moving average of the unemployment rate has moved up 30 basis points. Sometimes, the 
unemployment rate leads and sometimes it lags, although seldom by much. Either way, 30 bps rises tend 
not to end well.  3

This relates to, but does not resolve, a point we often hear about the Feds’ role in triggering recessions.  It 
is not necessarily the case that overshooting full employment — and then inevitably returning toward it —  
itself the cause of recession.  Indeed, the conventional view is that the Fed kills the expansion by over-
reacting to the perceived employment overshoot. Note in the chart above, for example, that the 30-bps 
rule tends to be triggered abruptly.  While the chart is silent on this point, the consensus take is that the 
abrupt move has historically been delivered mostly or largely by the Fed, tightening to avoid inflation risk. 

But absent a Phillips Curve, and in the presence of a broad recognition that it is defunct, the Fed would 
be Fed would see little reason to try to nudge the unemployment rate (or employment gap) up from its 
cyclical low.  The unemployment rate might rise if the earlier low reflected some sort of temporary 
equilibrium that was no related to inflation, but perhaps it would be less abrupt if driven by real economy 
factors rather than the Fed?   

We cannot be certain that a slow rise of the unemployment rate would fail to trigger recession or that such 
a slow rise is even possible. But it does seem obvious that the absence of an obvious inflation risk would 
raise the odds of a renormalization of the labor market without a recession.   

And those same odds would seem to be heightened further, in the current environment, by the fact that 
there appear to be no major destabilizing real imbalances in the economy, away from those that may be 
developing in the labor market.  

For example, the implied private sector financial balance remains in healthy surplus and the most cyclical 
components of aggregate demand remain somewhat depressed relative to domestic income.  I have 
been over this issue in earlier notes, so here I will just update the relevant pictures. The implied financial 
balance is estimated to Q4 and the cyclical share is hard data to Q3. 

Usual suspects betray no major real-economy imbalances, away from labor market 

Source: BEA, NBER, FH calculations 

 The line in the chart requires a bit of explanation.  For each expansion cycle, I calculate the minimum unemployment rate for cycle 3

to date.  The blue lines then depict the deviation of the actual unemployment rate from that cycle-to-date low right up to the month 
where the 30-bps rule is triggered.  The data are then replaced with NA’s, until the cycle turns back up and the unemployment rate 
back down.
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So what have we learned with this thinking aloud, if anything.  The main point is actually to tee up a 
question to be answered or at least managed over the coming year.  How would inflation and the Fed 
behave if the economy were is at or through “full employment” but the Phillips Curve was dead? 

Richard Clarida mooted one possibility in his first formal interview as Vice-Chairman. As I mentioned at 
the time, he posited a mental model in which the Fed (presumably) overseas the pace of nominal demand 
growth and the supply-side constraints influence how the nominal demand is sorted into real output and 
inflation. Monetarism thinks along similar lines, but the idea is not necessarily monetarist.    

In the particular instance described by Clarida, the nominal demand pulse did not cause inflation during 
the middle two quarters of this year because productivity growth happened to turn up. As I mentioned at 
the time, relying on strong productivity seems like a rather thin reed. But what interests me here is the 
mental model itself.  Importantly, it does not involve any reference to the Phillips Curve. And one point of 
this note is just to highlight that following up such thoughts will be a good project for the coming year. 

In the meantime, I would close by mentioning a few things that we can still say with some confidence 
even without resolving how the world might work without a Phillips Curve: 

Growth is going to get ratcheted down to trend, which is probably in a region of 1 ¾ — 2%.  
Continued low inflation has reduced the urgency of rationing demand growth lower, but it is has 
not eliminated it.  And I continue to believe this point is widely under-appreciated.  There are still 
too many analysts speaking as though the Fed is turning dovish, as if those analysts are mistaking 
the Fed’s policy instrument for its objectives.  

Once growth has been ratcheted down to trend, and investors accept / price a more straitened 
cyclical growth environment, the backdrop for equities may improve, particularly if the economy 
can put together a couple quarters of neither tightening nor easing labor market conditions, i.e. 
growth at effective trend.  

If, however, the labor market has indeed shot beyond full employment and the Phillips Curve is not  
dead but just sluggish, then inflation will pick up and the urgency around getting back to full 
employment from above will intensify, and we may be back to a higher recession risk and renewed 
trouble in equities.  

Gerard MacDonell 
gerard@frontharbor.com 

The information contained in this report has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but is not necessarily complete and its accuracy is not 
guaranteed. No claim is made regarding the fairness, accuracy, completeness, or correctness of the information and opinions contained herein. Views 
and other information provided here are subject to change without notice. All reports produced by Front Harbor are issued without regard to the specific 
investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any specific recipient and are not to be construed as a solicitation or an offer to buy or 
sell any securities or related financial instruments.  Predictions, forecasts, and estimates for any and all markets should not be construed as 
recommendations to buy, sell, or hold any security--including mutual funds, futures contracts, and exchange traded funds, or any similar instrument.  
The analyst authoring reports from Front Harbor may have positions in some of the securities discussed here.
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